
L
ong before written 
records, history had been 
depicted via art. Tapestries 
have been around since 
Hellenistic times, and murals, 

such as those found in the Chauvet Cave 
in southern France, have existed since the 
Paleolithic era. Today, some of the most 
unique narrative artwork is linked to 
design firm Based Upon in London, with 
its bespoke pieces forming modern-day 
abstract tapestries.

Founded in 2004 by twin brothers Ian 
and Richard Abell, along with childhood 
friend Alex Welch, Based Upon creates 
metallic bas-reliefs and furniture that 
incorporate the histories of families and 
companies into the design. Based Upon’s 
work is a kind of exercise in transcending 
dollar values and exploring genuine 
pricelessness. Ian Abell says, “We compose 
art from things with no market value, but 
that have enormous personal value, to 
create something truly meaningful for our 
clients.” One past project even featured 
baby teeth belonging to a client’s daughter, 
which were embedded into a dining table.

Many of Based Upon’s commissions 
are wall-based “locationscapes” that 
tell a personal narrative. Starting with 
a place that is precious to the client, the 
team records the surroundings’ images 
and sounds, and takes casts of the 
surroundings’ natural textures. Then, the 
team reinterprets these as etchings and 
marks, with the studio’s signature use of 
liquid metals and resins on monolithic 
tablets or furniture. 

Previous commissions include those 
from royal families and other high-profile 
private clients. Although the company 
isn’t at liberty to list names, Ian Abell 
shares that many of his clients appear in 
the top 50 of the world’s richest lists. One 
notable business client was Mulberry 
Hong Kong, for which the team collected 
and created casts of hundreds of leaves 
from the mulberry tree that stands outside 
the brand’s Somerset factory. With every 
minute detail taken into account, it’s no 
surprise that location-based installations 
can take two years from concept to 
finished product, and cost £250,000 for a 
bespoke two-metre-by-six-metre tablet.

DESIGN

preserve FAMILY HIsTOrIes AND preCIOUs MeMeNTOs WITH 
BASED UPON’S UNIqUe MeTALLIC NArrATIve ArTWOrks

storytEllErs

Based Upon’s narrative projects 
feature in some of the world’s 
premier homes and yachts:
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super-yachts
The team have designed art for 
surfaces on premier yachts 
including Arkley, Blind Date, 
Candyscape II and Celestial Hope

Once Upon a Time
twist piano
A piano is incorporated into the 
Twist Table – the firm’s most 
iconic design, complete with 
bespoke marks and etches

seasons of tranquillity
Ian Abell’s favourite project of the 
moment; the installation was 
created as a response to the 
landscape around the client’s 
home in East Hampton, New York

ALCHEMICAL 
BROTHERS 
Known for 
transforming 
precious objects 
into metallic 
artwork, the twins 
got their big break 
when David Collins 
invited them to 
collaborate with 
him on the 
interiors at Nobu 
Berkeley ST

Grand designs 
feature on the 
staircase of the 
Blind Date yacht


